Sharpen Your Cutlery Like A Pro!

Hook-Eye® Commercial Belt Knife Sharpener

KASCO SharpTech’s Hook-Eye Commercial Belt Knife Sharpener provides a quick and effective method of sharpening or completely reconditioning cutlery blades. Strong aluminum precision castings and all ball bearing construction ensures reliability and years of carefree service. A built-in handle makes moving the Hook-Eye Sharpener easy. The aluminum oxide abrasive grinding belt is easily aligned and automatically tensioned. It produces exactly the desired precision results because it always presents a true, flat surface to the edge being sharpened. The knife holder and calibrated angle adjuster helps produce sharp, long lasting, professional edges time after time.

Hook-Eye II® Knife Sharpener

Our Hook-Eye II Knife Sharpener is a lower-cost, more portable version which sharpens using a pair of commercial grade grinding wheels. A real time and money saving sharpener. A bold, easy to read guide is located on the front to assist in producing professional results. The powerful 180 watt motor powers the 2 abrasive grinding wheels, and the fixed bevel angle is factory pres-set for perfect results every time. A soft wheel surface ensures superior blade contact. The tough polycarbonate housing and molded-in handle makes the Hook-Eye II sharpener perfect for use in any environment. The wheel housing is easily removed for quick grinding wheel replacement. Rubber feet provide safe, sure footing.

Replacement belts for the Hook-Eye Commercial Belt Knife Sharpener, and replacement grinding wheels for the Hook-Eye II are also available.